
LESSON 7

STC® / Microworlds

Field of View Activity Sheet 5

1. Which of the circles below do you think represents the size of the field of view of your
microscope? Put a box around the largest circle you predict you would be able to see all at
once in the microscope.

2. Test your prediction. Cut out or rip off the circle at the bottom of the page that matches
your prediction. Dampen the paper and put it on a slide. If you can see the whole circle at
once, you may have found your field of view. If not, keep trying until you do.

3. Go back to question No. 1 and draw a diamond around the circle that you now know
represents the field of view of your microscope.

4. Cut out the metric ruler below and use it to measure the circle that represents your field of
view. How big is your field of view?

____mm

5. Select a section of normal lettering (no big headlines or tiny stock market reports) on your
piece of newspaper. Draw a circle that represents your field of view. How many letters will
you be able to see at once?

Prediction: ____ letters

Actual number seen:____ letters

6. One way to measure the objects you look at with the microscope is to compare them with
something else whose size you already know, like a hair. Pull one hair from your head. Put
about one inch of it between two slides and look at it under the microscope. Pay particular
attention to how wide the hair is, not how long it is.

7. Use the width of your hair to measure as many of the objects as you can—the microfiche,
the screen wire, the burlap, the yarn, and the pencil shavings. The more practice you get
training your eye, the better. Ask yourself: Which is wider, my hair or the object? (It will
probably be the object in most cases.)

How many hair-widths wide is:

Yarn? ____ hair-widths A pencil shaving? ____ hair-widths
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